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Abstract
The reversible thermal denaturation in the alkaline pH
region and acidic pH region of four metmyoglobin derivatives:
MH2O, MbCN, I1bN3, and MbF have been examined in detail using
optical spectr_ophotometry. The data are analyzed in detail in
terms of a two-state model to extract the thermodynamical para-




is found to be large (3000 cal/mole o C) and temperature
dependent. Cold labile is directly observed at about 25°C.
The results are consistant with Brandts' phenomenological model.
MbCN and MbN3 are found to be about 3 kcal/mole and 2
kcal/mole more stable than DIH2O, whereas MbF- is only 0.1
kcal/mole more stable than I-bH20. The enthalpic and entropic
contributions to these free energy changes are sorted out and F
among the various derivatives are found. to arise from minor changes
in H and T S Assuming the final denatured state to be universal
these changes reflect the effects of ligands on the conformational
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In 1959, Kauzmann1 reviewed previous work on the thermo-
dynamics of protein denaturation and comment on the forces
involved. Since this pioneering work, the thermodynamics of
protein denaturation has received, and continue to receive,
a great deal of attention by research workers all over the
world. The thermodynamic analysis in most cases is based on
the assumption of a single step, taro-state process. Equilibrium
can then be expressed in terms of any physical observable such
as optical density. The determination of the spatial arrangement
of the peptide chains by X-ray diffraction has given the most
important information on the static properties of globular
proteins. But thermodynamic analysis of the results obtained by
a variety of methods when studying various modes of denaturation
(such as acid, urea, GnHC1 and thermal denaturation) should give
further insight into the process of denaturation, the pathways
of unfolding, the magnitude of the different thermodynamic forces
involved, and the kinetics of such process. It forms the basis
for all attempts to interpret the mechanism of denaturation.
Kauzmann1 summarized all forces involved in protein denat-
uration into five categories, namely, the driving force towards
denaturation due to-the large, positive conformational entropy
change during denaturation, hydrogen bonding, hydrophobic inter-
actions, ion binding of anomalous groups, and electrostatic forces
including long range Coulomb's interaction and short range Van
der Waals1 interaction. Based on these suggestions Brandts has
developed a phenomenological model to describe the process of
reversible denaturation (see later discussion). The validity
of this model has been checked by various workers 9 r by
performing thermal denaturation studies on Chymotrypsinogen family
and Ribonuclease. The thermal denaturation of this family of
protein and Ribonuclease were analysed based on the data obtained
by optical difference spectroscopy. Data, covered the temperature
range 0- 65 C and the pH range 0.5- 37« The thermodynamic
parameters, G, H, S and AC has been expressed in terms of
an analytical expression based on Brandts' model. The expression
has been shoftn to express accurately all of the data. Hence it
is also desirable to investigate the applicability of Brandts'
model to thermal denaturation of myoglobin, which belongs to
another family and has a predominantly hydrophobic interior.
Analysis of data on conformational transitions is simple
only if the transitions can be approximated by a two-state model
In an earlier work by Herman and Acampora, the denaturation of
sperm whale myoglobin as a function of temperature and pH has
been followed by spectrophotometry in the Soret region (4100A)
and by polarimetry in the UV region (2330A). A reversible tran¬
sition was observed at pH below 5 above 10, In the pH range
in between, studies are infeasible because of myoglobin precipitation.
The values of the fraction of denaturated form calculated on the
ba,sis of both methods of measurements coincided. Also the number
of titratable anomalous side groups calculated from the steepness
of pH transition curve in acidic pH region agreed with that obtained
from direct titration. These facts are sufficient to show that
the thermal denaturation of myoglobin in acidic pH region is a.
single step, two state process. In the alkaline pH region, Privalov
obtained by direct calorimetric method for the values of AH_
of cyanomet denaturation. The vanH Hoff enthalpy of denaturation
, AH can be obtained from the same calorimetric curve by simply
integrating heat changes versus temperature and assuming a two
state process. At all pH values, the ratio AH
close to unity within 5% and hence the two-state assumption at
alkaline pH region is justified.
Among the various factors which affect the stability of
myoglobin, the effect of ligand is uf particular interest as such
information may be related to the important question as to how
does the binding of ligands affect the conformational energy of
a protein. Existing information, based on acid and guanidine
hydrochloride denaturation' of aquomet, azidomet, cyanomet and
fluoromet, suggest that the spin state of the iron atom resulting
from ligand binding and not the ligand per se is the dominant
factor in governing the stability of these protein. On the
assumption that stability is related to the tertiary structure
of the heme and the globin, such results emphasize the role of the
4iron spin state in modifying the tertiary structure of myoglobin.
Thus they tend to support the spin and conformational coupling
mechanism of myoglobin coopcrativity as proposed by Perutz10 and
coworkers. However, recent findings by Cho et a111 have shown
that the stability of hemoglobin and myoglobin does not correlate
with the iron atom spin state but may depends on steric interaction
with the ligand s.
From myoglobin denaturation by GnHC1, IjcLendon and Sandberg9
found that cyanomet and azidomet are about 1 kcal/mole more stable
than aquome t. On the assumption that the denatured state of all
the myoglobin derivatives are the same, this 1 kcal/mole should
reflect the difference in the conformational energy of the native
state. Apart from this work, no comprehensive information on the
ligand induced changes in protein conformational free energy has
been reported so far.
In this investigation, heat scanning difference spectro-
photometry has been used to monitor the reversible thermal dena-
turation of several metmyoglobin derivatives in the Soret band.
By using heat instead of reagents such as guanidine hydrochloride
to denature the proteins, the results are free of extra complica-
tions introduced by the addition of denaturation agents and can
thus be easily interpreted7.
The thermal denaturation data of myoglobin are analysed in
detail with the Lid of Brandts' phenomenological model to sort
out the enthalpic and entropic contr.-Lbution to the ligand induced
5stabilizing free energy to gain more information on the lieand
effects on the energetics of a protein. The conclusion is that
although large, spreadout differences12 are detected in the terms
tiary structures by X- ray analysis among cyanomet, cazidomet,
and aquomet, energetically it does not cause any large changes
in enthalpy and conformational entropy. Only minor enthalpy and
entropy differences exist among various myoglobin derivatives.
Prior to this work, there is no reason nor information to support
this fact. This type of behaviour is to be contrasted with that
brought about by the addition of certain denaturing agents such
as urea and ethanol where very large changes in H, S, and Cp
occur even though changes in F may be quite small 13,14.
Chapter 2
Theory and Data Analysis
Force Theory of Brandts
The particular model suggested by Brandts is less a
theory and more a phenomenological method for analysing the changes
in thermodynamic quantities which occur during two state denaturation.
The formal representation of the free energy of unfolding is given
in equation (1)
elec titr
where aF is the free energy between the denatured and native state
N is the total number of amino acid residues in the protein, p the
fraction of residues which experience change in the cooperative
unfolding process, and Ah and respectively, the average
temperature independent enthalpy change due to rupture of a single
polypeptide hydrogen bond and conformational entropy change per
unfolded residue.
The sum of terms (AT+ BT -f) in (1) is considered to
be the maximum contribution to the unfolding free energy arising
from the interaction of the nonpolar side chains of the unfolded
protein with water, i.e. the contribution if the cooperative
unit consists of the total protein molecule. A, B, and C can
be computed from measurement of the free energy of transfer of
amino acid side chains from 95 ethanol- water solution to pure
water. This constitude the hydrophobic contribution to the total
free energy change.
3?titr is the change in free energy associated with proto-
nation of anomalous groups at constant ion composition and temper¬
ature. An expression for can obtained in the following
way. If we regard N as being that form of the native protein
which has all of the anomalous groups, which we shall number 1, 2,
3•• in the unprotonated form, then we may define dissociation
constants for the one step protonation reaction in the following
where is the hydrogen ion activity and where is the conc¬
entration of native protein which has only anomalous group 1
protonated, the concentration of native protein which has only
group 2 protonated, etc. The concentrations of those species
having more than one anomalous groups protonated may be calculated
from the one step dissociation constants i.e.,
if it is assumed that the dissociations occur independently.
The total concentration of native protein will be equal
to the sum of the concentration of all ionic species, or
where the product is taken over all anomalous groups in the
protein. An analogus expression may he written for the denatured
protein.
where ku denote the dissociation constant of the same groups when
the protein exists in the denatured state and is again that
form of the denatured protein which has all the anomalous groups
in the unprotonated state.
The free energy of denaturation
then he
with aP. refer to the latter term.
The quantity Aeqec (0 Tree energy change
associated with electrostatic interactions and counterion binding
at constant pH and temperature..1 It is the part of the total free
energy of unfolding which varies with salt concentration and
composition at otherwise constant conditions. It includes the long
range Coulomb's interaction and the short range Van der haals1
interaction. If ion (l~) binding to the protein occurs, the
process can be described by the following binding scheme
where V may be considered, to represent the excess number of
ion bound to the denatured form as compared to the number bound
to the native form. The equilibrium constant for the above
reaction will be
where K is the usual equilibrium constant for denaturation.
Then
where( E)j- is the change in standard free energy of denatitr¬
ation when the ion concentration is changed from (i) to some
other concentration (l~), at constant temperature and pll.
2,2 van!t Hoff Analysis of Unfolding Reactions
Consider the relative populations between two energy levels
with an energy difference A-E
From classical statistical mechanics
If each level contain g degeneracies, then n should be weighted
by the factor
Hence
with ln(gj-jSjj) identified as A Sk and putting quantities on a
molar basis
with the aid of the usual difinition of a Ftt
The ratio nn is simply the equilibrium constant K. For
understanding the origin of stability of native protein structure
and the mechanism of unfolding, it is necessary to know the diffe¬
rences in thermodynamic functions of the proteins in the native
and hypothetical denatured states. By straight forward applications




During most of our experiments equilibrium between the native
and denatured state is only monitored at one wavelength as a function
of temperature. To gain more insight about the denaturation process
more information is desirable. For all the myoglobin derivatives,
in both acidic pE and alkaline pH region, the spectral changes
during denaturation in the Soret band have been measured as a
function of temperature using the following technique.
The transmitted light intensity 3E(A) as a function of
wavelength is first recorded by placing water in the cuvette as
a blank with ranging from 350ol to 4500A, Then the spectra
iO) of the sample is recorded at various temperature within the
transition curve and divided by I(?).
From the definition of optical density(O.D.)
where IQ(A) is the transmitted light intensity for a blank under
the same conditions. Since the gain of the P.M.T. in the recording
of I() and I (n) is not set to the same value, I (7)= a I (7)
where a is a constant nrulplicative factor. Hence O.D. obtained
from the expression -log0(i(A)Iq()) differ from the true O.D.
value by an additive constant. For a given set of l(A), the
constant can be subtracted out by comparing the shape of a native
spectrum obtained from a double beam spectrophotometer (Beckman,
model 25) with the native one obtained in this way to yield the
absolute l( at all temperature.
2.3.2 Heating Profiles
Analysis of the Heating Curve
We ha.ve assumed, the baseline of the transition curve to
be a straight line represented by an equation: aT+ b, where
a and b are constants and will be referred to as baseline para¬
meters hereafter. This assumption can be justified by considering
the equation
where
transmitted light through denatured material
concentration
extinction coefficient of denatured material
If we assume £b(t)'s temperature dependence is a linear one,
then a plot of
will be a straight line and in fact, it was shown in Fig(l) that
this is true.
Nov; consider the transition curve
At any temperature
differs from the usual definition for extinction coefficients
by a factor of 2.303
•where N and. I) are concentrations of native and denatured material




Dividing the upper equation by the lower one gives
From the temperature dependence of the equilibrium constant K we
can deduce all thermodynamic parameters through appropriate
differentiations as discussed .in section 2.2
Baseline Problem
Baseline determination is always a great problem in the
analysis of spectrophotometric transition curve as has been
reported elsewhere''. A small error in the baseline parameters
leads to large error in and AC since the first or
second derivative of the equilibrium constant is talcen to obta.in
these functions. We have an advantage with our set-up since
a continuous curve can be obtained. Prom the transition curve we
first read out a set of baseline parameters and ooserve that if
the backcalculated points lie systematically above or below the
raw curve (Fig(2)), it must be due to wrong determination of
baseline. Hence we iterate the baseline parameters until the
scattering of the backcalculated point is random. Only minor
changes in the ba.seline parameters axe needed to reach optimum
results.
Accuracy
The precision of our results have been checked by compaxing
results of the same sample obtained from different runs. This is
about 2% for AH and AS and 3% for Ap Absolute- accuracy
was checked by comparing of cyanomet in the alkaline pH region
with those obtained by Privalov using a calorimetric method and
the agreement was found to be within 3%
Fitting of models with the benaturation of Myoglobin
It is interesting to compare effects such as pPI, ionic
strength and ligand on thermodynamic parameters to gain insight
on how do these variables affect the energetics of the system.
For the comparision to be meaningful, all variables should be
kept constant except the control one. For intance, if the
effect of pH is to be examined, then this must be done at the
same temperature. Hue to the steepness of the transition curve,
accurate data can only be obtained over- 10 C around the mid¬
point transition temperature T Tis different for different
pH and the data only overlap in a small temperature interval.
Hence it is necessary to use some form of extrapolation to make
comparision feasible.
The analytic expression of Brandts in the form
for reasons to be discussed in Chapter 5 and- the expression
which is obtained by successive integration of the assumed relation
have been used to fit FTs dependence on temperature at a' given
pH and ionic strength. Other thermodynamic parameters can then be
obtained through these expressions by appropriate differentiations0
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Chapter 3
Materials and Experimental Methods
Sample Preparation3,1
Origin and Purification of Sample3.1.1
The starting material for the protein used were Myoglobin
from Horse Heart in the met form obtained from Sigma (St. Louis,
M0, U.S.A. Lot no. 27C-7150. 5% stock solution was prepared by
dissolving myoglobin in 10. mM, pH 6.3 phosphate buffer. A small
amount of undissolved material was removed by centrifugation.
For preparative work 1 ml of the stock solution( approx. 50mg
protein) was chromatographed on columns (2 cm x 60 cm) of CM
Cellulose Cation Exchanger obtained from Sigma (Lot no. 90C-3340).
The Cellulose was equilibrated with 1 M, pH 6.3 phosphate buffer
for 24 hours. Then the buffer's ionic strength was brought dorm
to 10 mIM by changing the buffer several times. After the column
was packed, it was flushed overnight with 10 mIyl, pH 6.3 phosphate
buffer at a flow rate of 20 ml/hr. 1-4-hen eluted with 10 mM, pH 7.2
phosphate buffer, three tubes of protein were collected (approx.
4 ml fractions). The concentrations were checked with a spectro-
photometer (Beckman, model 25) to be about 0.5°,0. (Extinction
„O.O20/(coefficients used was I o.s6)
41 50A
Sample Preparation3.1.2
1 M NaF, 1,2 5 11 NaN3, 0.5 TAI KC N, and 2.5 M NaCl stock
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solutions were prepared by dissolving reagent grade chemicals in
distilled water. The protein concentrations were 0.02% and ionic
strength were 200 mN (adjusted by NaCl) in most experimental solu-
tions except in a few experiments where protein concentration and
ionic strength dependence -were studied. 0.1 M acetate buffer
and glycine buffer wera used in the acidic pH and alkaline pH
region, respectively. The pHI values were determined by a pH meter
(Radiometer model pH 1125) at 25 C with an accuracy up to 0.05
pH unit.
For various myoglobin derivatives, concentrations of various
ligands were 100 mIv1 f or F and N and 20 niH for CF. It should
be noted that in the acidic range, Cr, F-, and N3 can be pro-
tonated, with an effect of upshifting the pH. Hence if a certain
pH value is wanted, the buffer was titrated to a lower value
before adding the ligand. Take as an example azide, if pH 4.8 is
wanted, the starting buffer should be set at about pH 4.4. For
an accuracy of 0.05 pH unit, several trials were needed„ Hence
all the pH quoted were measured values after addition of ligand.
The concentrations of CF and N3 were varied from 10 mH to
20 04 and- 50 mM to 100 mN, respectively. No detectable differences
in the transition curves were noted, in fact, the curves almost
overlap each other. This result indicates that these ligand conc-
entrations are suff4.cient to saturate binding.
Experimental Methods3.2
16
The system we employed to monitor the myoglobin denaturation
was a home-made spectropllotometric-unit. The whole set-up consist
of three parts: the optical dewar, the temperature controlling
unit and the optical system.
The Upt ical J)et•7e.r3.2.1
The whole assembly is shown in Fig(3). It consist of a
liquid nitrogen dewar, a sample holder, a stainless-steel cuvette
and a brass enclosure which encapsulated the sample holder. Three
quartz windows at 90 degrees with respect to each other are mounted
on the brass enclosure.
The liquid-nitrogen dewar of length 34 cm consisted of one
stainless steel cylindrical shell of diameter 20 cm enclosing a
stainless-steel can of diameter 16 cm serving as the liquid-
nitrogen trap. The trap was suspended from the top plate of the
outer enclosure by two stainless-steel tubes of diameter 1.6 cm.
Through the central tube liquid nitrogen was pumped in and the
other tube served as gas outlet which is essential'for rapid filling.
The sample holder consisted of two circular copper plate
of diameter 5 cm and thickness 1.5 cm interconnected by a segmental
bar 8 cm long situated at the edge of the plates. The upper plate
was secured to the bottom of the liquid-nitrogen trap by a central
stainless-steel pipe of diameter 1.6 cm into which a copper rod
can be inserted to improve thermal contact. Surrounding the lower
plate a thin sheet of mica was glued to ensure electrical insulation
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and on which 30-ohm heating wire (SWG 34 double silk-covered con-
stantan) was bifilarly wound. The wire was then fixed in position
by teflon tape.
On top of the lower plate was a copper clamp. The cuvette
was placed on the clamp and fixed in positions by two small brass
bars joined by two spring loaded screws. The size of the stainless
-steel cuvette are 3 cm x 1 cm x 0.3 cm with the last dimension
being the optical path length. A thermocouple (Omega Type T, GO10)
was glued on one side of the cuvette to monitor the temperature of
the system. Another thermocouple of the same specifications as
the one mentioned above was inserted into the cuvette to monitor
the temperature of the sample. The reason for using two thermo-
couples (control and sample probe) was that we want faster response
for temperature controlling. Two openings of diameter. 0.6 cm
situated 0.3 cm above the base of the cuvette were drilled and
glass plates were glued to cover them to let light pass through.
The top of the cuvette is sealed by a stainless-steel screw cap
and an indium 'O' ring. The goodness of seal was checked by
putting water in the cuvette and kept the whole set-up at 80 C
overnight, no detectable loss of water was noted. In order to
improve temperature homogeneity 2 and 3 ohm heater wire were wound
bifilarly above and below the window of the cuvette. These wires
were connected in series with the 30 ohm heater wore mentioned
above. The temperature probe is coated withIepoxy to avoid any
interactions with the protein and the thermal voltage is detected
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by a Keithley digital voltmeter (Keithley 160B) with a 1 V analog
output.
The whole sample holder was encapsulated by a brass enclo-
sure which has three quartz window mounted on it at 90 degrees
with respect to each other. This arrangement allows absorption
and floresence experiments to be performed with this set-up.
During low temperature (approx. 000) experiments the whole system
was flushed with dry nitrogen gas to avoid frost formation.
The Temierature Controllinm Unit3.2.2
The block diagram of the temperature controlling unit is
hown in Fig (5). The thermal voltage of the control thermocouple
as amplified by a microvoltmeter (Keithley 149) and then compared
with a reference voltage. The reference voltage was obtained from
the variable lead of a 10 turn potentiometer with the two fixed
Leads connected to a DC power supply (Farnell L30B). The difference
in voltage was fed into a temperature controller (Leeds and Northrup
CAT) which was capable of manual and three action automatic (pro-
portional, rate and reset action)modes of operation. The system
is able to control the temperature to within 0.01 C. Besides fixed
point temperature control, it is also desirable to heat the sample
at various heating rate. In this case the ten turn potentiometer
is driven by a D.C. motor (1 RPI1) and a vee belt pulley speed
reduction system (Fig(6)) such that the potentiometer puts out
a linear ramp. The heating rate can be varied from 0.1 C/min to
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5 0C/'min continuously.
The linearity of the heating rate had been checked by
plotting the probe temperature versus time and the line was found
to be very straight (d2T/dt2 0.002°C/min2 for dT/dt= 2.5°C/min)
With this set-up the' teliiperature of the sample can be held
at any desired value within one minute .and the temperature inside
0
the cuvette is approximately 0.1°C/cm for dT/dt= 2.5 C/min.
. The latter value was obtained by comparing the temperature of
the probe placed at various positions inside the cuvette and the
temperature of the control thermocouple. Furthermore we partially
block the window of the cuvette by teflon tape, leaving a slit
of 1 mm width, hence within the monitoring light spot, the temper-
ature inhomogeneity is only 0.01'OC. The cooling rate can be as
fast as 10°C/min when the liquid-nitrogen trap is filled. This
is essential in checking. reversibility because it has been reported
elsewhere 296 that irreversible material forms rapidly at high
temperature (as compared to the transition temperature)
The Optical System3.2.3
The light source used was a tungsten lamp (Phillips halogen
lamp, 150d). The lamp was air-cooled by a blower and energized
by a D.C. power supply (Trios PR 657). The light was focused on
the entrance slit of a monochromator (Jarell Ash). The exit beam
at a selected wavelength was then focused onto the cuvette through
the quartz window of the optical dewar. After passing through
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the sample the light intensity was detected by a photomultiplier
tube (1111 95580). The voltage-dividing circuit of the photo tube
is shown in Fig (7). The D.C. level of the phototube output vol-
tage was first offsetted by a D.C. power supply (Farneli L30B)
(Fig(8)) before being fed into the recorder to increase the detection
sensitivity. This offsetted voltage and the analog output of the
temperature probe inside the sample were then fed into the Y and
X input of a X-Y recorder (HHP 7045A) s ,In order to record the NNTb
spectrum at different temperature in the near LTV region, a 450 I
Xenon lamp (XBO) powered by a D.C. power w,rupply (HP 6268B) operating
in the constant current mode was used instead of the tungsten lamp.
Although the Xenon lamp is not as stable as the tungsten lamp, it
is useful to extend the wavelength to 3500A.
Experimental Condition3.3
'When performing experiments, 0.6 ml protein was injected
into the cuvette by a micropipette. The who'le system was allowed
to warm up for 10 minutes after alignment was complete. Then the
temperature was scanned at 2.5°C/min and a continuous transition
curve was recorded on the recorder. The curve- was subjected to






Difference spectra of 0H met, CN met, F met, and N3-met at
pH 12.2 were shown in Fig (9) to (12). The temperature at which
they were taken were shoVm in the same figure. The spectra were
taken at the onset, midpoint, and endpoint temperatures of the
transition. The difference spectra of all four myo globin deri-
vatives are very similar. All spectra undergo a blue shift and
progressive diminutions of the Soret peak with increasing temp-
erature. All denatured spectra exhibit a shallow, broad peak
around 3850- 39001. An isosbestics point was found on the short
wavelength side of the Soret peak for all 11b derivatives. The
spectra change concomitantly, indicating alterations in conformation
that affect the entire molecule and not single parts of it. This
behaviour is in accord with a single step denaturation process.
Further check on the two state hypothesis can be done by analysing
any spectrum obtained within the transition region and see if they
can be constructed by linear combination of the native and denatured
state. We have performed this analysis for aquomet at several
temperatures and the result was shown in Table (1)
Acidic pH Region4.1.2
The spectra were shown in Fig(-3) to(16). All spectra under-
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go a blue shift and progressive diminutions of the Soret peak with
increasing temperature. Isosbestics points are found on the short
wavelength and long wavelength side of the Soret peak for all
derivatives. The presence of these isosbestics points is consistant
with the existence of only-two states during thermal denaturation.
The denatured spectra ao not exhibit a pronounced peak, only a
broad shoulder is found around 3850A- 3900A.
The spectra presented here as obtained by thermal denatura-
tion of myoglobin appear very similar to those reported by Gurd
and Clark- 16 at pH 6.5 which were obtained by Cu(II) ion denatura-
tion and those by Gurd et al at pH11.5 which were obtained by
alkylation. This may suggest that the denatured state obtained
by the two methods are the same.
Heating Profiles4.2
Concentration Dependence:4.2.1
No detectable variation (4 0.1 C) in the mid-point tempera-
tire T1 2 was noted in the acidic pH region( at pH 4.8) when protein
concentrations were changed 10 fold (0.005io- 0.05%). But in the
alkaline pH region, an upshift of 1°C and 2.5°C were detected when
protein concentrations were changed from 0.005% to 0.05% at. pH
1005 and 12.2 for all the derivatives, respectively. The origin
of this small dependence on concentration was unknowns but the same
feature was observed by Tsong and co-workers 18 in studying the de-
naturation of Ribonuclease by calorimetric methods. The detachment
of heme during denaturation was unlil,ely since no aggregate was
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found and because of the excellent recovery of the spectrum. Also
previous work by Privalov7 has shown that the two-state model
applies to thermal denaturation of myoglobin in alkaline pH region,
hence a first order equilibrium process is implied.
Reversibility4.2.2
Reversibility is always not worse 95% in the alkaline pH
region for purified and unpurified sample. This is studied by
the recovery of light absorption at the Soret peak and the recovered
percentage is infered by assuming a two-state model. In some exp-
eriments, the renatured spectrum obtained after cooling of the
completely denatured sample to room temperature was compared with
the native one. The compa_risiorl shows that essentially the two
spectra overlap completely.
In the acidic pH region, the reversibility is only about
70/ for unpurified sample. But when the sample was heat cycled,
we noticed tha almost 1001/'/0 recovery was attained after first
heating. According to Atassi19 s myoglobin was composed of several
species which can be separated by cation exchanging column. After
the purification treatment, reversibility was not worse than 90%
for the last tubes of protein collected. (Fig(17))
Another clue for evaluating reversibility was to compare the
data obtained from heat rescanning a renatured sample with those




Base on the spectra obtained, the monitoring wavelengths
were selected at the Soret peaks for various derivatives to
maximize the size of the signal. Using aquomet as an illustration,
the temperature dependence'of transmitted light intensity were
first converted to O.D. units and summarized in Fig(18) and(19),
with pH ranging from 4.7-5 and 10--1.2.2. The qualitative effect
of increasing acidity and alkalinity is to destabilize the native
protein and downshift the transition temperature T1/2. The narrow
transition temperature interval (^'15 C) indicates that the process
is highly cooperative as amino acid residues cannot be withdrai-Tn
from the ordered region one at a time. Cold labile is .observed at
low temperature. (Fig (20)).
It is obvious from Fig(18) and(19) the transition curves
become considerably broadened in going to extreme pH and consequently
large differences are found in the thermodynamic parameters extracted
for the different pH concerned. However, it is incorrect-at this
stage to conclude that such difference is intrinsically a pH effect
as transitions for different pH occur at different temperature.
pH Dependence of the Free Fnergr
4.3.1
The free energy changes as a function of temperature were
obtained from the equilibrium constant IL= (D)/(TT) for various
pH and shown in Fig (21) and (22 using aquomet as an illustration.
The cold labile data ca nlot be used to --:xtract .any thermodynamic
parameters because the sample freezes and the endpoint baseline
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cannot be accurately determined. The solid curves shown in the
figures result from fitting the data with Brants s model.. The
curve is a parabolic one with the temperature of maximum stability
Tmax at 35°C in the acidic pH region and 25°C in the alkaline pH
region, Tm and the shape of the curves for all. pH are appro-
ximately the same which indicates similar mechanism for all dena-
turation reaction under the change of this solution variable 3
The most prominent effect of increasing acidity or alkalinity is
to shift the entire free energy curve towards negative values
without altering the temperature dependence to a great extent.
pH and Temperatur. e of the Enthapy4.3.2
The parabolic shape of the free energy's curves indicates
that the derivatives of this function were also strongly dependent
on temperature. o H's dependence on temperature in the alkaline
pH region is shown in Fig (23). It is found that a.H increases
with temperature and this dependence has been attributed by
•Privalov7 to the solvation of the non-polar groups of protein
after unfolding and not due to rupture of the hydrogen bond. The
same conclusion can also be drawn from Brandts' model. The term
AT+ BT2+ CT3 mentioned in Chapter 2'is the'hydrophobic contri-
bution to the free energy change during denaturation and is the
only term that depends on temperature after the first derivative
is taken. Within a small temperature range where raw data for
various pH overlap, it is readily seen that the H values
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essentially overlap each other. Hence in the alkaline pH region,
.6H for a given ligand does not depend on the pH to within the
accuracy of our measurement (2 kcal/mole),
In the acidic pH region, the dH dependence on temperature
is shown in Fig(24) and the dependence is found to be stronger
than that in the alkaline pH region. Also H was found to be
pH dependent and this can be explained by the pH dependence of
protonation energy released when the side groups are titrated.
This will be discussed again in the next chapter.
Ionic btrenmtn JJeDen aence of cne r ree Lne=4.3.3
Gurd and coworkcers 20,21 reported that electrostatic forces
plays an important role in stabilizing the globular structure
of myoglobin. In the acidic pH region, when most titratable side
groups are protonated, much of the electrostatic energy of stabili-
zation in native myroglobin is provided by specific charge-pair
partners. Inc-ceasing ionic strength will therefore shield these
interactions and reduce net stability. We have studied the effect
of C1_ ions on myoglobin at pH 4.8 with ionic strength ranging
from 10 m14 to 200 mIMI. The quantitative effect of increasing ionic
strength is to destabilize the native protein and downshift T1/2.
Fig(25) shows result of AF against ln(Cl). The linear dependence
of AF on ln(Cl) implies the data are consistant with the binding
model2. However, the goodness of fit does not necessary imply the
mechanism of destabilizing is the binding effect as Gurd20,21 has
pointed out that electrostatic screening is also probable.
It was found that in the alkaline pll region, the transition
exhibits very little ionic strength dependence. When the ionic
strength is varied between 10 mil to 200 mil, var-es This
effect is probably due to the fact that, in the alkaline pll region
, the anomalous side groups are in the unprotonated state.
4.3,4 Temperature Dependence of aS and aC
S and aC dependence on temperature are shown in Fig(26)
to Fig(27). The AS values obtained is a, compensation between
conformational entropy and hydrophobic groups solvation entropy
which are of opposite sign. At T these two contributions exaxtly
cancel so that aS= 0o be can neglect other contributions to the
entropy term because T is high, which implies a very high degree
of hydrophobicity•
There is at present some controversy as to what is the
functional form of the dependence of aC on temperature. It is
argued elsewhere 9 that aC is a constant or, there is some
dependence on temperature due to the formation of water clathrates
. In this work, was found to increase with temperature (see
Fig(26)). The trend is clear in the alkaline pH region and not so
obvious in the acidic pH region due to the pH dependence of AH on
pH. Although error is considerably large, a systematic trend can
be observed.
As mentioned above, aH dependence on temperature can be
attributed to the solvation of the hydrophobic groups. Also- the
change in heat capacity during denaturation is due to the formation
of water clathrates around the unfolded non-polar groups. Hence
the temperature dependence of both thermodynamic parameters are of
the same origin and aC will be temperature independent only if
accidentally aHs temperature dependence is linear in T. There¬
fore it is not strange that we observe a temperature dependent
for myoglobin which has a predominantly hydrophobic interior.
4.3.5 Ligand Dependence of aF. aII. and aS
The previous analysis have been applied to other myoglobin
derivatives. Similar qualitative features are observed and the
results are therefore not presented.
The ligand effects on AF are shown in Dig. (28) and (29) at
pH 11 and respectively. Similar trends are observed at other
pH, but quantitatively, the values of ACaF) are found to be
maximal at extreme pH ard diminish as pH approaches 7 Ligand
effects on AH are shown in Fig. (3c) and (31) at pH 11 ahd 4.8,
respectively with similar trends observed at other pH. A compari-
sion of the relative stability as indicated by Tamong various
derivatives is shown in Table (2).
For all the myoglobin derivatives examined, the binding of
specific ligands alter the denaturation temperature 2 thus
implying changes in stability against denaturation. Comparing
to water as a ligand, cyanide stabilize the protein to a greater
extent than azide and fluoride only stabilize the protein slightly.
AH is found to be ligand dependent in the acidic pH region, for
example( aH)cn_ kcalmole. In the alkaline region,
however, (aH)- kcalmole, which is in the limit of our




Analysis of data on conformational transitions is simple
only if the transitions can be approximated by a two-state model.
The physical meaning of this approximation has been discussed
elsewhere'Practically, all denaturation processes
do not occur between two sharply defined energy states. Observed
states N and D are averages over microscopic states with a
small energy spread. The tvo-state approximation will be good
if equilibrium establishment among the microscopic states is fast
and the rate determining step is the N to D transition.
Well known methods to check the validity of this approxima¬
tion include the multivariable test, direct comparision with
calorimetric results, detection of anomalous behaviour in the
transition curve as well as the check for existance of isosbestics
points in difference spectra. Some methods mentioned above are
only necessary conditions but not sufficient.
Previous work by Hermans and Privalov on thermal denatur-
ation of myoglobin have shown that the process can be approximated
by a tvo-state model. Hermans1 conclusion is obtained by comparing
the number of protons bound per molecule during denaturation as
calculated from the steepness of transition curve as a function
of pH and that by direct potentiometric titration. The number
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was found to be six in the two measurements. By analyzing our
transition curve at different pH in the acidic pH region, the
number of six was also found for all the derivatives examined(Fig(32)
Prival ov used a microcalorimetric method to measure the heat abso-
rbed by cyanomet in the alkaline pH region during denaturation.
He also calculated the van't Hoff enthalpy from the same calori-
metric curve by integrating the heat change as a function of temp-
erature and assuming a two-state process. The two values are found
to agree to within 5%. Furthermore, the pressence of isosbestics
points in our difference spectra is consistant with the two-state
model. These findings encourages us to base our analysis of the
thermal denaturation of myoglobin on a two-state model.
Cold Labile5.2
Thus far we have considered only thermal denaturation
involving increased temperature. Howver, some protein apparently
possess a temperature of maximum stability, Tmax' which could well
be above 0°C22.23. In such cases denaturation should at least
in principle be feasible by raising as well as by lowering the
temperature from Tom. In connection with this problem, it should
be noted that small simple proteins become more compact at low
temperature25 and most protein observed to undergo cold labile
as quoted by rrandts22 are proteins with strong hydr::phobic
characters.
It is evident from our data (Fig(20))that cold labile occurs
at about 25 °C in the acidic pll region. This feature indicates
that hydrophobic interaction is a major force in maintaining the
globular structure of myoglobin As the temperature is lowered
below the temperature of maximum stabilitv (T= 35°C), the.
average enthalpy of the denatured state might actually become
less and the average entropy become greater than that of the native
state so that the denatured form is favoured by further decrease
in temperature This can only happen if protein-water interactions
are significantly dominant Brants concluded that in this cane
the mode of solvation of exposed hydrophobic side chains must be
very different
Cold labile of myoglobin in acidic pH region has been
expected to occur as mentioned in an earlier work by Hermans•
He has found calorimetrically that the enthalpy of thermal dena-
turation of myoglobin at 30 °C is zero at pH 4»
A comparision of T of myoglobin with that found for
ribonuclease (0°C) or chymotrypsinogen (12°C) reveals that the
former value is higher. This reflects the greater hydrophobicity
of the interior of the myoglobin molecule and hence, cold labile
was found to occur at about 25 °C according to the above discussion.
Fitting of models w?th the Denaturation of Myoglobin
Because transitions at various solvent conditions accur
at different temperature, comparision of thermodynamic parameters
as a function of ligands, pHf and ionic strength cannot be done
at the same temperature. Such comparision is possible only when
some form of extrapolation is used. This was done with the aid
of Brandts model and also the expression
which results from successive integration of the assumed relation
has been used in the extrapolation.
It should be noted that as mentioned in Chapter 2, we do
not fit our data with four parameters but has fixed dc to be
0.00155 in using Brandts model. This number comes from the
solubility data of amino acid model compounds and according to
Biltonnen arid Lumry, this number is universal for all proteins
and is an intrinsic property of water alone. With three adjustable
parameters (a, b, c), the expression was found to be able to
accurately express all of the data for a given transition curve.
We have attempted to fit with four parameters (i.e. dc not con¬
strained to 0.00155) and discovered that irrespective of the
goodness of fit, the parameters show a large flutuation with pH
for a given ligand. Since Brandts claim these numbers have
physical meanings related to structure, these variations are not
physical acceptable. By fixing dc to 0.001559 such variations
disappear within a set of data of various pH. However, the absolute
magnitude of these parameters are very sensitive to a small change
in dc. For example, a 1% change in dc will lead 10 co changes
in a and b.
The thermodynamic parameters are compared at 60°C which is
intermediate with respect to the transitions for all ligands, At
this temperature, all curves needed only to be extrapolated about
10 degrees® Within this range, values of the thermodynamic para¬
meters obtained from both fittings are essentially identical (see
illustration shown in fig. (33))• But at a. temperature lower
than T, the prediction of cold labile by the expression ATlnT -f
BT+ C does not agree with our cold labile data whereas the predic-
tion by Brandts model using high temperature data is in better
agreement. However, as mentioned before, the cold labile data is
not very reliable due to uncertainties in determination of baseline.
The value of C as obtained by us for cyanomet in the
alkaline pH region is about 3000 calmole°C (.17 calgm°C) at
about 70°C. This is to be compared with the value of .16 calgm°C
obtained by Privalov© The agreement is excellent, furthermore,
he deduced that iXD can be treated an a constant close to the
physiological temperature. For larger temperature range, he claimed
that the temperature coefficient of would be about 10 calgm C©
In our case the data shows a curvature in the vant Hoff plots (Fig.
23) over a wide temperature range indicating a temperature dependent
ACp. This temperature dependence of 0 was found by us to be about
34 calmole°C (1.9 x 10 calgm°C), in agreement with Privalov's
estimate. In view of the correct prediction of cold labile and the
temperature dependent C t our data support Brandts model.
nil Dependence of AH
It has been mentioned in Chapter 4 that AH for all ligauds
exhibits no pH dependence in the alkaline pH region to within the
accuracy of our measurement. Similar result has been observed
by Privalov. He noted thab the slope of the enthalpy of denatur-
ation versus temperature coincides with the denaturational change
of heat capacity AC This coincidence is far from trivial since
where X is some other solvent
variable
When taking the partial derivative to evaluate AC, every other
variables should be kept constant except T. In this case this value
will agrees with that obtained calorimetrically. But in PrivalovTs
case, the derivative was obtained with a change of-pH of the medium,
therefore he conclude that AH is a function only of the temperature,
but not of pH
In the acidic pH region, AH were found to be pH dependent.
This dependence can be attributed to the heat of ioniztion of the
six anomalous histidine groups 0 Previous study of this heat of
ionization revealed that the magnitude is pH dependent. Hence
the difference in AII among various pH can be understood with the
scheme25'24
with£ referring to the change in going from pH(l) to pH(2), tr
denote transfer and A denotes difference in I1 during denaturation.
S F is nonzero since it has been reported that myoglobin is
able to maintain its six huried histidine groups in unprotonated
down to pH 8 and£ F,' eouals to zero since all anomalous
groups vail be unmasked in the denatured state and all be protonated
then. The magnitude of the difference in AH can be estimated
from Hermans1 data ana is found to agree with our data which is
about 8 kcalmole in going from pH 4.7 to 5.
Effents of Limends
For all the myoglobin derivatives examined, the binding of
specific ligands alter the denaturation temperature T(Table (2))
thus implying changes in stability against denaturation. Comparing
to water as a ligand, cyanide stabilize the protein to a greater
extent than azide and fluoride only stabilize the protein slightly.
A deeper understanding of this stabilizing effect can be
obtained through a closer examination of the thermodynamic parameters.
Hue to the complications introduced by the thermodynamic parameters
dependence on pH and ionic strength in the acidic pH region, we
first examine the thermodynamic parameters among various derivatives
in the alkaline pH region and argue later that, the stabilizing
mechanism in the acidic pH region is indeed the same.
Cyanomet and azidomet are 4 kcalmole and 2.2 kcalmcle
more stable than hydroxymet at 60°C and pH 11, whereas fluoromet
is only 0.1 kcalmole more stable than hydroxymet. The enthalpic
and entropic contributions to these free energies change are not
separable from our data due to insufficient accuracy. Assuming
the final denatured state to be universal as has been reported
by McLendon and Sandberg, the differences in free energy change
during denaturation reflect the relative stability of the native
structure, Furthermore, this assumption is reasonable since,
although the denatured state may retain certain loca,l ordered
structures, the effect of the ligamd bound is reduced to zero
as steric interaction is important only in a globule.
Although the ligand bound have sizeable effects on the
conformational stability of pmtein, as measured by changes in
A F of denaturation, these changes in stability appears to come
from relatively small changes in thermodynamic parameters such as
All, aS, and AC_ in the alkaline region. This type of behaviour
is to be contrasted with that brought about by the addition of
certain organic agents, where very large changes in AH, AS, and
AC occur even though changes in AF may be quite small 9•
Previous work by McLendon and Sandberg revealed that
cyanomet and azidomet are 1 kcalmole more stable than aquomet at
pH 7.1 as obtained by GnHCl denaturation of myoglobin. This is not
inconsistent with our results as the denaturation agent is different,
GnHCl is a more extensive denaturation agent than heat• Further-
more, our results and Steinhardt's kinetic results show that stab¬
ilization, when present, diminishes with increasing pH in the acidic
region and decreasing pTI in the alkaline region.
In the acidic pH region, large differences in AH are
detected among various derivatives. However, we believe that
the difference is an artifact. Since IICH and HiL are weak acids,
they can be protonated in acidic medium according to the reactions:
The protonation cannot occur in the native state when the ligand
is enclosed in the heme pocket but may occur in the denatured state
when the protein is unfolded. The enthalpy of these reactions are
10 kcalmole and 4 kcalmole, respectively and agree with our
results. However, it must be pointed out that this interpretation
is only semi-quantitative as the case occur in myoglobin denaturation
is somewhat different— the CN and Ih ions are bound to the heme
iron atom.
Summing up the above results, we conclude that the effect
of ligands is to introduce minor differences in the conformational
energies of various myoglobin derivatives. It is interesting to
examine other system to see if such behaviour is universal. Further
work along this direction will be useful.
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Construction of absorption spectra in the transition temperature
region by linear combination of native and denatured spectra:
with
































































Mid-point temperatures 2 my°Sl°''Din derivatives at various
















Plot o.f —versus protein concentrations.
Systematic scattering of backcalculated points due to
wrong determination of baseline.
The optical dewar.
The sample cuvette.
Block diagram of the temperature control control system
and the optical system.
The vee-belt speed reduction system.
Base-circuit of the P.Ii.T.
Electronics for voltage off-set.
Absorption spectra of MbOH• pH= 12.2, ionic strength=
200 mil, and protein concentration-= 0.02%.©= 240,
Absorption spectra of MbF~. pH= 10.5, ionic strength=
200 viTI, and protein concentration-- 0.02%. o= 24°C,
Absorption spectra of MbN~. pH= 10.5, ionic strength=
200 mil, and protein concentration= 0.02%. o= 50°C
Absorption spectra of MbCif. pH= 12.2, ionic strength=
200 mM, and protein concentration= 0.02%. o= 33=25 C,










200 mM. and. urotein concentration= 0.02%. O= 52DC
Absorption spectra of IibF. pH= 4.8 ionic strength=
200 mM, and. protein concentration= 0.02%. 0= 57 8,
Absorption spectra of liblT. pH= 4.8, ionic strength-
200 mM, and. protein concentration= 0.02%. O= 62°C,
Absorption spectra of I-TbClT. pH= 4.8, ionic strength=
200 mM, and protein concentration= 0C02%. o= 60CC,
Reversibility check for an unpurified sample at pH 4.85
and ionic strength =200 mM.
(lnl- lnI)(lnI-D- inl) versus temperature, pH ranging
from 10 to 12 and ionic strength= 200 mil.
(lnl- lnl)(lnljj- lnl,-) versus temperature, pH ranging
frnm A,7 to 8 and ionic strength— 200 mM.
Raw curve of cold labile. Sample= MbHO, pH= 4.7 an3-
ionic strength= 200 mM.
AP dependence on temperature for hydroxymet, pH ranging
from 10 to 12, ionic strength= 200 mid. Solid curves
result from fitting with Brandts' model0
AF dependence on temperature for aquomet, pH ranging
from 4.7 to 5, ionic strength= 200 mM. Solid curves












II dependence on temperature for hydroxymet. 1= pH 10,
strength- 200 mM.
I1 dependence on temperature for aquomet. 1= pH 5, 2=
pll 4.9, 3= pH 4.8, 4= pH 4.7.
Dependence of AF on chloride ion concentration. pH=
Temperature dependence of AC for hydroxymet. ionic strength
= 200 mil. 1= pll 10, 2= pH 10.5, 3- pF 11, 4= pF 11.5,
5= pH 12.
Temperature dependence of AS for hydroxymet. ionic strengt
= 200 rail. 1= pH 10, 2= pH 10.5, 3- pF 11, 4= pF 11.5,
5= pH 12.
Temperature dependence of AS andAC for aquomet. ionic
strength= 200 mM. 1= pll 5, 2= pH 49, 3= pF 4.8, 4=
pH 4.7. 4 is extrapolated to obtain T,
Comparision of AF among various ligands. pH= 11, ionic
strength= 200 mM. Data exist between AF=± 2.5 kcalmole.
Comparision ofAF among various ligands. pH= 4.8, ionic
strength= 200 mM. Data exist between AF r=+ 2.5 kcalmole.
Comparision of AH among various ligands. pH= 11, ionic
strength= 200 mM. 1= MbCIT, 2= MbC, 3= MWT, 4= MbOBT.
Comparision of All among various ligands. pH= 4.8, ionic
strength= 200 mM0 1= MbCN, 2= MbF, 3= MbF, 4= MbHO
pH dependence of equilibrium constant, sample= MbH 0f
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ionic strength= 200mM
Comparision of models with denaturation of myoglobin.
cold labile data as obtained from rig. 20.
high temperature data.
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